Oracle Consulting will develop and organize your transformation journey; provide and recommend options for your specific Enterprise needs; finalize your plans for a successful transformation.

### Architecture Engagement Service “At a Glance”

**High Level Activities/Deliverables**

| Establish – “Art of the Possible”: Ideation and Envisioning Workshop, Identify transformation opportunities and challenges |
| Organize – Review current state architecture and operating model, develop future state, build business case, and prioritize migration candidates to the future state architecture |
| Frame – Identify the appropriate architecture landing zones, Identify and address regulatory, legal, and privacy considerations, Start Development of the architecture “future state” document, a description of your “future state” architecture including oracle product(s) |
| Map – Create the migration plan, reconcile conflicts and validate the business case. Drive the architecture transformation and continue development of the architecture “future state” document including estimated project schedule, and timeline |
| Mobilize – Complete Development of the architecture “future state” document including level of effort (LOE), resources, cost, and steps needed to achieve your “future state” architecture, and deliver the “future state” architecture document |

### Example Resources

- 1x Executive Sponsor
- 1x Solution Architect
- 1x Migration Architect
- 1x Database Architect
- + Offshore Support

### Timing

6 weeks depending on scope of complexity of customer’s current capabilities (to be assessed)

### Service Description

- On Premise SKU – B92735, Consulting Enterprise Solution Architecture, On Premise SW.